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Accelerate Invention,
reinforce innovation.
Doriane empowers your agronomy department in its digital shift. 
Valorize your data, automate your workflows and make agile decisions !

Book a demo
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Improve collaboration and your agronomy workflow

Plant breeding
Cross, backcross, hybridize, make the most of your germplasm to find varieties that match your objectives.



Agronomy testing
Plan and monitor massive number of trials while ensuring tracking and data integrity with accurate statistics.


Product Development
Increase the launch success rate of your varieties with reliable data, product designs and resource management tools



Pilot R&D
Endorse your research team, valorize their know-how and secure historical data with RnDExp collaborative tools.



Data Collection
Input, store and query every information on your material and its environment using a streamlined method.
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Plant Breeding
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Cross, backcross, hybridize, make the most of your germplasm to find varieties that match your objectives.
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Agronomy Testing
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Plan and monitor massive number of trials while ensuring tracking and data integrity with accurate statistics.
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Product Development
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Increase the launch success rate of your varieties with reliable data, product designs and resource management tools
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Pilot R&D Department
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Endorse your research team, valorize their know-how and secure historical data with RnDExp collaborative tools.
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Data Collection
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Input, store and query every information on your material and its environment using a streamlined method.
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Agronomy
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Agronomy
For more than 30 years alongside agronomy R&D departments

Learn more


Adaptability
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Adaptability
We thought of a software that adapts to your own needs, all along your research workflow

Learn more


Collaboration
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Collaboration
We believe in collective innovation, and our tools are designed for cooperation

Learn more


Technology and data
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Technology and data
Our engineers and PhD students excel in datasciences, UX and project management

Learn more


Accompaniment
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Accompaniment
At your side from needs analysis to user training, and all along your future projects 

Learn more
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Scalability
Your team, your business, your activities adapt to change with agility. So do we !

Learn more
Scalability


A better way to innovation


Adaptability
Adaptability
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We thought of a software that adapts to your own needs all along the agricultural chain.


Learn more


Scalability
Scalability
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We thought of a software that adapts to your own needs all along the agricultural chain.


Learn more


Collaborative
Collaborative
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We thought of a software that adapts to your own needs all along the agricultural chain.


Learn more


IT experience
IT Expertise
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We thought of a software that adapts to your own needs all along the agricultural chain.


Learn more


Accompaniment
Accompaniment
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We thought of a software that adapts to your own needs all along the agricultural chain.

Learn more
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A better way to innovation
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For more than 30 years alongside agronomy R&D departments
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Our engineers and PhD students excel in datasciences, UX and project management
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Customers
Constantly inspired by our customers

Sollio Agriculture 




Gautier Semences




Caussade Semences




View all

Sollio Agriculture 
Agro Industry

Forages

Vegetables

Breeding


"Plant breeding redesigned"
Learn more



Sollio Agriculture 




Gautier Semences




Caussade Semences




View all

Gautier Semences
"Securing researchers' know-how"
Seed Company



Field crops

Breeding


Learn more



Sollio Agriculture 




Gautier Semences




Caussade Semences




View all

Caussade Semences
"Accelerate data workflow"
Seed Company

Field crops

Forages

Breeding


Learn more






Customers
Constantly inspired by our customers
Sollio Agriculture 
Agro Industry

Forages
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Breeding


"Plant breeding redesigned"
Case study



Gautier Semences
Seed Company



Field crops

Breeding


"Securing researchers' know-how"




Caussade Semences
Seed Company

Field crops

Forages

Breeding


"Accelerate data workflow"












Company
We perpetuate innovation
Our team has been improving plant research 
since 1984
1 200
users
in more than 20 countries

2 billion
trial microplots
on 50 different species

5 million
crosses
every year worldwide


About us
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Our certifications ensure excellent quality
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Improve R&D from today
[image: Pictogram of a feather]Blog
Learn more on agronomy IT with dozens of articles on trends, tips and use cases. Our experts, customers and partners share their views on user-friendliness, climate-smart plant breeding, sample management and much more !
Visit
[image: Pictogram of a monitor]Webinars
Don't miss our next live session ! And watch now several videos available in replay to deepen your knowledge on agronomy and plant breeding software, data collection, IT project management...
Visit
[image: Pictogram of a book]Ebooks
Download our guides with actionable tips for your activity: Plant breeding KPIs, Fieldbook notation management...
Visit















Country
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Belarus
Belgium
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Congo
Costa Rica
Côte d’Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Estonia
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Korea
South
Kuwait
Latvia
Lebanon
Liberia
Libya
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malaysia
Mexico
Moldova
Monaco
Montenegro
Morocco
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
North Macedonia
Norway
Pakistan
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Polska
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Taiwan
Tanzania
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States of America
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Venezuela
Vietnam
Zambia
Zimbabwe











Send me the monthly Newsletter and Webinar invitation



I agree that my personal data may be used to contact me in connection with my request indicated in this form. No other processing will be carried out with my information
    *

* Required fields


Submit



Transforming the innovation process at :
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Contact us








Send me the monthly Newsletter and Webinar invitation
I agree that my personal data may be used to contact me in connection with my request indicated in this form. No other processing will be carried out with my information
Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.








Doriane
31 Av. Jean Médecin
06000 Nice, France

+33 492 478 444

contact@doriane.com
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